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A charming Japanese doll dressed as a young 

samurai with his daishō carrying his Kendō 

bogu suspended at his back from his shinai. 

 

  

Poetry in the Martial Arts (1) by Jeff Dann, Ph.D., L.Ac. 

Introduction by Roald Knutsen: 

Thirty-two years ago I had the great pleasure of meeting Jeff Dann shortly after arriving at 

Kashima-jingu in Ibaragi-ken, east Japan. Jeff-san was at time researching for his Ph.D. thesis on 

‘Kendō in Japanese Martial Culture’
1
 and based in the famous Mitō Tobukan dōjō to the north of 

Tokyo. He came to Kashima to offer his bilingual  interpretive skills in order to help me in my 

studies. At that time Jeff-san was sandan Kendō and a close collaborator of Donn Draeger. 

Together, we had long conversations with one of the senior gūji, or priests, namely Yahagi-sensei, 

at the great Kashima Shrine. These conversations covered in depth the Shintō history and 

interpretations of the mythology of the Kashima region as well as wider associated subjects centred 

on the ancient Yamato period up to the eighth century. In reciprocation, I was able, perhaps, to 

help Jeff-san in some small way towards achieving his goals although I think this was effected by 

introducing him to a number of senior masters including Arai Shigeo, hachidan kyōshi.  

One of Jeff-san’s interests lay in the poetry traditionally employed in the classical Bugei usually as 

an aide-mémoire in order to help students remember the teaching principles. After he returned to 

his university and was awarded his Doctorate, Jeff-san’s career took him into the study and 
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practice of Chinese medicine and after a period of some years in China he was, and still is, based in 

Hawaii, his home state. With his kind permission we reprint his Provisional Text of 1975 and only 

regret that the final version was never completed, a project that would be of the greatest value to 

those students who look for a deeper understanding of the true martial arts. 

o O o 

okotarazu  

utsu ya chikutō no  

waza kurabe  

tomo ni kokoro no  

yaiba migakite  

Diligently 

we cross bamboo swords 

comparing each other’s ways 

especially our hearts 

polishing our soul’s blade  

The use of poetry was an important form of teaching in the ko-ryū and traditional martial arts and 

ways. The poems discussed here are those which are commonly called waka which is the most 

ancient, traditional, and popular form of Japanese poetry. 

These martial arts waka may be classed under the category of kaden which means a song or poem 

used for teaching. The Japanese have a deep and persuasive love for waka poetry which can be sung 

or written for almost any kind of occasion. The ko-ryū used the waka or kaden to teach the gokui, 

the inner secrets of the arts. The information communicated in waka form is considered oboeyasui, 

easily learned, because the form is concise, fixed in a simple set rhythm and can be quickly 

memorised and communicated. Moreover, the belief is that poetry contains the intuitive jump which 

transcends words so that the inner secrets of the arts, themselves involving intuitive understanding, 

are aptly communicated in a poetic form. 

The waka is the classic representative of all Japanese poetry. With their conservative love of things 

of the past, the Japanese did not evolve a varied system of poetics, for over a thousand years 

primarily using the simple waka form and variants such as the renga or later haiku. The Chinese 

style poetry, kanshi, was also popular among the court nobles and literati, but it never achieved the 

widespread popularity of the waka. 

The oldest recorded waka are found in the records of the mythological Age of Gods, the Kojiki (712 

A.D.) and the Nihongi, (also known as the Nihonshoki, 724 A.D.) Nevertheless, evidence exists that 

some extant forms of waka go back at least until the sixth century B.C.
2
 Although most western 

scholars seem unwilling to grant the waka an origin of earlier than 500 A.D., this seems too 

conservative. Forms of waka style recitation can be found in the ancient Shintō liturgy of the norito 

and kagura-uta which were transmitted through numerous generations by hereditary families of 

reciters, the kataribe.
3
 

The characters for waka are wa, which stands for Japan and means peace or harmony, and ka, 

which can also be read as uta and means song. (Ed: unfortunately we cannot show these kanji here). 

Although waka is the generic term for any kind of Japanese poetry it is usually used to refer to that 

classical style of poetry known as the tanka or short poem. The tanka reached its mature form 

during the ninth to the twelfth centuries, ( the Heian period), and was the major poetic form of the 

aristocratic class. The tanka or waka is usually written in one or two lines containing 31 syllables 

and divided into 5 units of 5-7-5-7-7.
4
 

The æsthetic tenets of the waka derive from Fujiwara Kinto (b.966 A.D.). He said: “The soul of an 

uta must be profound, and the form pure . . . its first necessity to have a soul”. The essence of this 

soul is amari-no-kokoro “in which the total meaning and effect (sugata) of the poem attains a 

consciousness in which ‘the words are so magical that the soul of the poem overflows and lingers’. 

(Fujiwara Kinto in Waka Kuhon).
5
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The waka is the most representative Japanese poetic form and is used in preference to all other 

forms of poetic expression. (It is significant that the Japanese have stayed with this brief (structure) 

and never developed a longer poetic form such as the European epic style). 

The second most popular poetic form is the haiku which is actually a later and abbreviated form of 

waka. In the waka (5-7-5-7-7) the first three lines of seventeen syllables are called the base, and the 

last two, the ending. In the Middle Ages it was common for court poets to created linked verse 

where one person would supply the base and another the ending, often linking a long number of 

poems together. This complimentary poetic form was the most popular style for courting and love 

poetry. 

The seventeen syllable haiku (5-7-5) is thus derived from this fundamental waka form and reached 

its mature form only in the eighteenth century with such famous poets as Basho and Issa.
6
 

Although the haiku is strongly influenced by Zen thought and is spoken of as containing the 

‘Japanese spirit’, one does not find haiku written for teaching and communicating the gokui, (the 

innermost secret teachings), and the deepest feelings of the martial ways. Almost all kaden are 

waka. 

ametsuchi ni  

ki wa michi michi te  

uchidasu  

tachi saki made mo     

noru kokoro ka na 

In this universe 

overflowing with spirit 

the heart rides 

the flashing sword 

until the end 

The following selection of martial arts poetry represents only a small fraction of the poetry of bu. 

Most of these poems are from the ko-ryū and are oriented towards training with the sword. There 

are numerous waka for all the arts, such as Kyūdō, Judō and others. This collection of poetry comes 

from several sources in published form, but much of the poetry still forms a part of the oral 

literature of older sensei and devoted practitioners of the arts. The (relatively) new Kendō 

magazine, ‘Kendō Jidai’, devoted eight months serialising a book concerning kaden and their 

gokui.
7
  

The sources and influences on this martial poetry stems from the most basic of Japanese feelings, 

Shintō, as well as Buddhist and Confucian symbology and metaphors. Primary however, is the 

concept of the sword, which in the older language is referred to as the tsurugi or tachi. The sword is 

symbolic of the soul of the bujin, or person who practices the martial arts and ways, and it is one of 

the three divine elements of the Shintō Imperial Regalia, the sanshu-no-jingi. Many of the poems 

deal with the imagery of polishing the ‘blade’ of one’s inner soul, for as one old saying has it: ‘The 

sword follows the hand, which follows the heart’. The pure and sincere heart, kept clean and bright 

by devoted effort along the path (michi or dō) is the essence of the Budō and reflects a characteristic 

Shintō feeling and influence. 

migakiau   

kokoro no uchi no   

tsurugi-tachi   

mi wo owaru made   

sabizu mo aranan  

Mutually polishing 

our inner soul’s 

sword. 

until death 

let it not rust.   

 (Refer again to the poem quoted at the top of this article). 

Both these poems are directly related to Kendō for they speak of the chikutō which is more 

commonly read as shinai. Even if the shinai is only bamboo, the real sword lies within. The soul’s 

sword is the active moving principle, straight, bright and pure. 

 (To be continued) 
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The Journal would welcome any articles from our Members, comments, questions or letters, 

photographs that would be of interest, etcetera. We reserve the right to edit these minimally if we 

feel necessary, Please remember that this is your voice and your journal. 

 

 

 

The Kendō Reader by Noma Hisashi 

Chapter Ten: Uchikata (The Way of Striking) 

Before explaining the way of striking, the targets for striking are as follows: shō-men, hidari-men, 

migi-men, migi-kote ( and in some cases hidari-kote), migi-dō, hidari-dō, and the one target for 

thrusting, tsuki to the throat.
8
 

The hidari-kote may only be struck as the opponent is raising his shinai to the jōdan position, or, 

just at the moment he moves his shinai from that position to strike, in other words, upon the age-

kote, or rising-kote. In the case of real combat of course, it would not matter where one struck or 

thrust in order to slay the opponent, but for convenience and safety in keiko only the above 

mentioned targets may be attacked. The purpose of cutting is to slay the enemy, and although there 

is no absolute rule that insists that one has to strike here or there, a strike, when made, should 

conform to the following conditions: 

1. It must be sufficient enough to cut as if one were using a real sword. 

2. Upon striking one must remain in control of one’s stance. 

3. Also, upon striking, a position must be taken from which, if necessary, a further cut or reply can 

be made freely and immediately.         

 

It is written: ‘Strikes and cuts are not made with force or strength, even when striking a drum, the 

correct sound is produced by using a sharp wrist-action’.
9
 

One must not strike using strength alone, if too much strength is applied to the strike and it fails to 

reach the target one’s posture will be thrown into disarray and one will be unable to follow up the 

attack should there be need to. 

Do not think of striking with the right-hand strike with the left; do not think of striking with the left-

hand, strike with the koshi (hips), strike with the legs and feet’. To put it another way, strike using 

the whole of one’s body, and ultimately, strike from the kokoro (heart). There is nothing better than 

positive striking, the difficulty arises with knowing the right amount of strength to apply. 

There are two degrees of intensity in striking. Men and dō must be struck soundly, but only a light 

strike is sufficient for kote. The teaching: ‘Dai, kyō, soku, kei’ appeared earlier, but this is a 

particularly pertinent teaching when applied to striking. It is important for the beginner to aim for 

large and firm striking at first and then in the course of time for speed and alacrity. Positive striking 

is particularly important. 

One result of paying too much attention to contest Kendō is light striking, so keep in mind the 

conception of real sword combat and Ittō ryōdan – cutting in two at a single stroke. 
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In the ‘Kendō Meijin Hō’ (a collection of thoughts and anecdotes about Kendō) there is the 

following: 

‘When thrusting, thrust with the feeling of thrusting 2 or 3 feet through the back of the 

opponent. In Jujutsu keiko you will have difficulty in throwing your opponent if you 

think only of throwing him onto the mat. You must think of throwing him through the 

floorboards and 3 feet into the ground. Kaihō Hanbei
10

, of the Ittō-ryū, once said that 

when striking the men of the opponent from the jōdan position, you should strike it 

with a feeling of cutting right through to his anus’.
11

 

A common tendency for beginners when striking is for them to put all their strength into raising the 

shinai and using none when striking forward. Only after much practice do they eventually learn to 

reduce the use of excessive strength and inject only what is sufficient at the moment of contact. 

However firmly a strike is made, if the hasuji is not right the blade will not cut, so striking must be 

made with correct hasuji. In the ‘HeihōSanjugo Kajō’ there is the following: 

‘Concerning the use of the sword, if you are not familiar with the use of the sword you 

will have difficulty in wielding it as you wish. 

 ‘If you wield it with insufficient strength, if you strike with the side or back of the 

blade, or if you wield it as you would a short sword, or use it as you would a rice-

masher, your efforts to cut the opponent will fail. 

 ‘Always try to understand the way of the sword, and when using a heavy sword, wield 

it calmly; train hard in how to strike the opponent properly.’  

Knowing the ways of the sword and being familiar with its principles are important elements for 

knowing the way of striking. In the previous chapter we looked at the proper way of holding a 

shinai. The basis for correct striking begins with knowing how to hold a shinai so first of all study 

the correct way of holding then practice the correct way of striking. 

The skills with the sword can be divided into the categories: striking, thrusting, and parrying, but if 

one masters the skill of striking the skills of thrusting and parrying will follow automatically. Of the 

methods for developing striking skill suburi, Iai, and tameshigiri are probably the most effective, 

though suburi is the simplest to do and is the most favourable for the beginner.
12

  

Again, in the Heihō Sanjugo Kajō, we find: 

‘Concerning the hit and strike. To strike is to cut the target positively, as in test-cutting 

(tameshigiri). Again, to hit is to aim a blow at the opponent when you cannot see when 

to make a proper cut. A hit can be made with strength but will not cut. With a hit it 

doesn’t matter if you hit the opponent, his sword, or even if you miss. However, always 

try to make a true cut with the intention of using the whole body’. 

If, when you strike, you fail to strike with straight hasuji, and instead strike with the side or the 

back of the blade, the action cannot be called a strike, or cut, rather it is more appropriately termed a 

hit. In this day and age with its emphasis on shinai contest it is inevitable that not enough attention 

is given to studying the proper way of striking. However skilful one’s technique may be if striking 

is not performed correctly one’s skill would serve no useful purpose if one suddenly had to use real 

swords. 
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There follows a simple explanation of the way to strike the various targets: 

Striking Shōmen 

Raise both hands until the left fist is about a fist’s distance above the forehead. While making one 

step forward reach forward with the arms and strike the opponent directly to the front. The right arm 

should be at about shoulder level and the left arm should be about level with the left breast. The 

back and waist should not be bent. The right hand should not be too strong. Strike with relaxed 

shoulders and brace forward the stomach at the moment of impact. Shōmen is the most important 

strike and if this can be made sufficiently well all other techniques will follow with ease. 

Striking Kote 

Raise the left fist to a fist’s distance in front of the forehead and strike the kote as you step forward. 

Take care not to bend the left knee. 

Striking Migi-dō 

Raise the left fist to a fist’s distance in front of the forehead, the right hand above and the left hand 

below. With the two wrists in contact strike diagonally the dō as you step forward with the right 

foot. If the hands are not turned correctly at the moment of impact the hasuji will not pass through 

correctly, so take care. Upon impact straighten the back and brace forward at the waist. 

Striking Hidari-dō 

Same as the above, advancing one step stretch forward the arms from the right diagonal and strike 

the opponent’s left dō. 

Thrusting Tsuki 

Advance and stretch forward the hands and arms to thrust the opponent’s throat protector. 

 

This is only a brief description of Kendō techniques, there are others such as naname-men, katate-

tsuki, and so on, the explanation of which I shall leave for later on. 

 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
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From our Archives 

Illustrated are two interesting photographs of an early member of 

this Renmei (during its first incarnation). As you can see, this must 

have been a very long time ago . . . several centuries back, in fact. 

The ‘samurai’ so splendidly armed was John Middlemiss, nidan, 

one of the original half dozen members to take up Kendō (1957) at 

the now defunct Shintōryū Dōjō situated not half-a-mile from the 

present Vauxhall Dōjō, London. These pictures were taken, believe 

it or not, in Brockwell Park, Lambeth in the Spring of 1964. 

Middlemiss-san is wearing a fine 17
th

 

century dō-maru armour under his jimbaori (sleeveless military coat) (left), 

a jingasa (walking-out lacquered hat secured at the correct angle), and is 

armed with a sheathed magari-yari. Beside him is his armour chest on 

which is placed his kabuto (helmet) displaying the Kuroda-ke mon, and his 

tachi (slung sword) leaning, hilt downwards, against it. A final detail, and 

one worth noting as it is very rare, is that supported by his armour at his 

back, he displays a koshi-sashi, or ‘temporary’ clan mon (symbol or badge), 

here made of gilded leather, in the form of a three-lobed plantain leaf. A 

number of koshi-sashi were brought by retainers with their master to the 

battlefield and used to quickly replace any normal sashimono (banner 

proclaiming the identity of the wearer) that might be damaged or cut away and lost in fighting. The 

name given to these ‘temporary’ emblems means, literally, ‘hip-banners’ – emblems carried by foot 

soldiers in bundles in their waist sashes. Spare spear blades and arrowheads were also carried as 

spares in the same way 

 

 

 

Important Reminder: Carrying Shinai, Bokutō, Swords or Iai-tō Code of Practice 

Return of Form To Renmei Secretary 

Members owning any Nihon-tō or Iai-tō, whether as part of their collection or for the purpose of 

training in Iai, are reminded that it would be in their interests to obtain the Renmei ‘Guidance 

Notes’ and sign and return the form attached for our records. This is in case any authorities question 

why these weapons are being carried in a public place. The Renmei also thinks that this scheme 

should be extended to the carrying of Shinai and Bokutō, too. 

We have had appropriately worded Identification Membership Cards printed for carrying in your 

card wallets. These will be issued to those requiring them shortly but we must have your ‘form’ on 

file. We are afraid that this is now an unavoidable ‘Rule’ that must be applied. 
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Visit to Japan, April and May 2008 (Part One) 

Roald Knutsen 

 
Photo of Ozaki Yoshihiro, nanadan kyōshi, and Inoue Tomoshige, rokudan renshi, with Kōbe-shi in the background 

What seemed at the outset a longish visit of three-and-a-half weeks really proved all too short and 

passed very quickly. I am greatly indebted to both Inoue-sensei (Kōbe International Kendō Club) 

for his considerable help in arrangements for my stay at various relatively remote country locations 

in the first two weeks and helping with my rail bookings; and to Ozaki-sensei, (Kōbe Isshinkan 

Kendō Dōjō),  ever-generous in his support for an itinerant elderly Kendoka who asks the strangest 

questions, this time on the difficult subject of tengu in the warrior traditions of the bugei. Both 

sensei came up trumps with their material help. 

The primary objects of this short tour were twofold; the first was to visit a number of important 

temples, shrines, museums, and two castles to supplement my knowledge of the cultural 

background to the development of the bugei from the earliest times to the Bōshin War, the first civil 

struggle that overthrew the Tokugawa Shōgunate in 1868; the second object was to have 

discussions in order to seek valued advice for this Renmei for our future position from a number of 

senior masters. 

The first part centred on travelling to Shimane-ken in the west and staying in Matsue-shi where 

there is a splendid small castle, (illustrated in the last Journal), that has the distinction of being one 

of the very few original medieval military structures to survive intact after WW II. I’m probably 

incorrect but I think these ‘original’ fortifications only number six in total; the rest are reconstructed 

in ferroconcrete , some with the redeeming feature of including lifts. Very much appreciated . . . 

Just outside Matsue are a number of important ancient sites and several early shrines.  
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The Kumano-taisha, in Yakumo-gun near Matsue-shi, is one of the most important  pilgrimage sites in the Chugoku. 

The main kami-sama is  Susa-no-wo, the Storm Deity 

Here is a lot of material from the Yayoi to the middle of the Yamato periods, 1
st
 to 6

th
 centuries, 

especially finds of weapons and horse harness. (Later, on my return to Kōbe, I visited a superb 

collection in the Hyōgo Prefectural Museum of Archaeology on the way to Himeji. Excellent in 

every way!) 

From Matsu-shi it was back to Okayama to see the ‘Ue-jō’, or ‘Crow Castle’, occupied by the 

powerful Ikeda clan throughout the Edō period. Two floors of the tenshukaku, or keep, were 

devoted to an exhibition of much material from the Bōshin-no-eki that I mentioned above. The 

Bakumatsu period marking the overthrow of the Tokugawa and restoration of the Emperor as Head 

of State, is doubly interesting since, militarily, it marks the transition from the old warrior warfare 

to the novel theories and use of modern technology in a timespan of only about twenty-four years.. 

For example, one really fascinating print on display showed the bombardment of Kagoshima by the 

Anglo-French fleet under our Admiral Kuper in 1863, exacting punishment for the murder in 

Kamakura by a Shimazu (Satsuma) samurai of an English officer, Richardson, but seen from the 

viewpoint of the Japanese side. It featured their batteries firing at the combined fleet anchored in the 

bay. The very first shot from the Satsuma artillery is said to have killed the French commander on 

his vessel! Never mind, we bombarded and burnt down the largely wooden town, so that’s alright 

then! 
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The Zaōdō and in the foreground the battleground site of 1333. 

After Okayama I made the journey by Bullet Train to Kyōto and then directly down into the 

mountains of southern Nara prefecture to Yoshino-yama, a village strung out along a mountain 

ridge at about 1000m. elevation. Apart from the old-fashioned ambience of this place, enhanced by 

the steep ascent by a small swinging cable car, the ancient village has three main attractions and just 

one negative one. Disposing of the debit side first, the settlement clings to the narrow ridge and the 

visitor faces a mile-and-a-half walk up the steep main street (the only highway). Imagine Lewes 

with hills twice as steep . . . On the plus side there are three main attractions. Firstly, the wonderful 

display of cherry blossom in mid-April and I was lucky to just catch the last couple of days of the 

famous ‘thousand trees’ flowering splendidly on the mountain sides. Secondly, the Kimpusen-ji 

temple and its imposing Zaō-dō hall, the second largest wooden building in Japan. This was 

formerly much larger but was burnt down by accident and war at various times. The temple, whilst 

ostensibly Shingon is a Mecca for the Shugendō yamabushi and has been for about fourteen 

hundred years. Thirdly, the village and its environs contains several other shrines and sites closely 

associated with warrior history, in particular events at the end of the Gempei War in the late-12
th

 

century and the struggles in the mid-14
th

 century that gave the era its name, the Yoshino period. 

This era might be better known to historians as the Nanbokuchō period from the conflicts between 

the Northern and Southern Courts between 1333 and 1390. 

Over the centuries Yoshino-yama was the starting point in this region for the esoteric yamabushi 

‘entries’ into the high mountains, a geographical mandala leading devotees along the difficult path 

to nirvana. The severe ascesis accompanying these yamabushi rites became highly attractive to 

many warrior-swordsmen in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries seeking to intuitively understand 

the inner mysteries of the bugei by following the ‘yamabushi paths’. 

. 
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For anyone with a deep interest in history, this is a 

place where distant events somehow appear very 

recent. To sit near the entrance to the friendly Shizuka 

cafe/restaurant just opposite the remains of the Katte-

jinja, one can easily see in one’s  mind’s eye the scene 

where the vengeful Minamoto-no-Yoritomo compelled 

his younger brother’s pregnant mistress, Shizuka-

gozen, to perform a sacred dance in the raised 

courtyard. Bravely, it is said that she accompanied the 

dance while singing a poem of regret for her doomed 

lover. Yoritomo, angered by this dangerous act of 

defiance, had the baby, born soon afterwards, murdered 

by Adachi Kiyotsune. To listen to Mrs. Hayashi Mika, 

the restaurant owner’s wife, talking about that event, 

one touches the ever-present past of Old Japan. The 

event took place in 1186, by the way. The poem, 

roughly translated, is as follows: 

 

 I am so lonely 

 Remembering how my lover 

 Entered into 

 The snowy mountain peaks 

 Of Yoshino-yama. 

 

 

Also in the village within the restricted 

precincts of the Yoshimizu shrine is a 

beautifully proportioned residence built 

in the classical shoin style of the 14
th

 

century, a place of great tranquillity 

where the exiled Emperor, Go-daigo, 

lived before his early death in 1338. In 

front of the honden is tucked away a 

small shrine to the faithful patriot, 

Kusunoki Masashige., who committed 

seppuku at the famous battle of Minato-

gawa, also in 1338, close to the location 

of the present Isshinkan Dōjō in Kōbe.13 

 (To be continued) 

 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 

 

The steps leading up to the Katte-jinja site 

Small shrine commemorating Kusunoki Masashige who died for 

the Southern Cause in 1338 
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Two Generations of the Takeda Clan in the Sengoku jidai (Part III) 

Roald Knutsen 

 

Yari blade resting against old dō and kusazuri14 

In the Summer Journal we took the history of the Takeda clan under Takeda Shingen to the 

indecisive fourth battle at Kawanakajima in northern Shinano, (10
th

 September, 1561). It is at this 

point that we must go back to the year before when Imagawa Yoshimoto made his own move 

towards supreme power in Kyōto. 

Dengaku-hazama (June 19, 1560) 

The Imagawa clan ruled the important Tōkaidō provinces, Suruga, Tōtōmi and Mikawa, the three 

provinces that controlled all normal movement to the east or the west..  Late in the year 1559, 

Yoshimoto mobilised a huge army of 35,000 men and began to march west along the great highway 

towards Kyōto. Reaching the Owari/Mikawa border in June 1560, he decided to bivouac for a night 

in an easily defended valley surrounded on three sides by low steep-sided hills. He was already 

aiming to conquer the territory of a comparatively small, though militant, lord named Oda 

Nobunaga. The valley was called, properly, Dengaku-hazama though history knows it better as 

Okehazama. During the night there was a violent rainstorm which lasted to daylight. Nobunaga, 

knowing his domain well, accompanied by just three-hundred men, rode round to above the head of 

the glen then charged down into the Imagawa encampment. The invaders were totally unprepared 

and one of Nobunaga’s retainers took Yoshimoto’s head whilst the rest of his army was thrown into 

disarray. The defeated army, without its commanding general, retreated east in haste. 

Shingen attacks his former allies 

Even after his father’s banishment to Suruga, amicable relations had been maintained between the 

Takeda and the Imagawa. Shingen had arranged for his eldest son, Yoshinobu, to marry 
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Yoshimoto’s daughter. For the five years after the unexpected death of Yoshimoto there had been 

disorder in the clan even though his son, Ujizane, had succeeded as head.. Many former vassals had 

defected to join the young Matsudaira Ieyasu
15

 who had held western Mikawa for the Imagawa but 

was now strengthening his domain based on the fortress of Okazaki. 

Takeda Nobutora, Shingen’s father, had schemed against his benefactor and now managed to 

escape to Kyōto.
16

 On the way there, he sent a secret envoy to his son telling him that the present 

disorder within the Imagawa gave an opportunity for Shingen to entice many key vassals to change 

allegiance to himself and enable him to drive out Ujizane. Without doubt, Shingen had already 

turned his attention towards the Kantō provinces but the Imagawa were squarely in his way. After 

the first indecisive Kawanakajima confrontations, the Uesugi were also actively expanding 

southwards; the main threat to both generals was the powerful Shin-Hōjō who held Sagami 

province from their fortress of Odawara. 

Matters came to a head in 1565 when the Shōgun, Ashikaga Yoshiteru, committed suicide in Kyōto 

as a result of the machinations by factions headed by Matsunaga Hisahide. Yoshiteru had hoped that 

Uesugi Terutora would launch an invasion into the Kantō with the aim of threatening expansion by 

the Hōjō, but the overture was refused. Shingen moved quickly to crush opposition to his warlike 

designs by killing or banishing some eighty retainers for ‘fomenting revolt’. These men formed a 

supposed faction opposed to any move on the Imagawa, He imprisoned his son, Yoshinobu, then 

thirty years old, later ordering him to commit seppuku, and finally settled the unrest by forcing no 

less than two-hundred-and-thirty-seven other vassals and retainers to give their written oaths of 

loyalty. There is no doubt that many hostages were taken under his direct control to ensure good 

faith, and that he would brook no opposition to his ambition to bring all the provinces under his 

domination. 

The salt supply episode 

According to an Edo period record, Shingen then offered to attack and defeat the Tokugawa clan if 

Imagawa Ujizane ceded him the western part of Tōtōmi province but Ujizane was angrily resentful 

of Shingen’s tyrannical treatment of his sister and her dead husband and categorically refused. He 

went further by cutting off Shingen’ supplies of salt. This may seem comparatively trivial but the 

two provinces of Kai and Shinano depended totally on this vital commodity. 

Despite their mutual antagonism, expressed in the fierce clashes at Kawanakajima, Uesugi Kenshin 

was an honourable foe. Hearing of the Takeda clan’s predicament he despatched a messenger to 

Shingen. 

 ‘I have been at war with you for more than ten years, but whoever of us wins in the end, victory 

will be decided on the battlefield, not by starvation. I understand that Imagawa has cut off your salt 

supplies and I fully realise your difficulty. I shall make salt available to you from my own supplies.’ 

Kenshin despatched the salt at a specially low price, the gesture deeply impressing Shingen, so 

much so that should he die he commanded his heir, Katsuyori, to make peace with the Uesugi. 

‘Kenshin is a thoroughly trustworthy man’. While there is no written record surviving to confirm 

this episode it has long been a popular story. 

In the next Journal we will examine the events that took place during the Takeda clan’s moves 

towards Kyōto and the fulfilment of Shingen’s ambitions. 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
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1
  Dann, Jeffrey Lewis: Kendo in Japanese Martial Culture, Unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, Univ. of Washington, 1978. 

(Highly recommended (Ed.)) 

2
 Arthur Waley, Japanese Poetry – the Uta, Lund Humphries, London, 1965, p.5. 

3
 Robert Brower & Earl Miner, Japanese Court Poetry, Stanford U.P. 1961, p.41. 

4
 The writer is grateful to many conversations with Nicholas Teele concerning Japanese classical poetry. 

5
 Nicholas Teele, manuscripts: Religious Influences on Classical Japanese Poetry and Shinzen Zuino and Waka Kuhon 

by Fujiwara Kinto, Mito, 1974. 

6
 Yuasa, Nobuyuki: Basho, The Narrow Road to the Deep North, Penguin Books, 1966. 

7
 Kendō Jidai, January – September, 1974. 

8
 In the case of Naginata-dō, additional targets are hidari-sune and migi-sune (both legs below the knees that are 

protected in practise by the slatted suneate, or shin-guards). 

9
  The above quote is from the Ittōryū Kikigaki. 

10
   Kaihō Hanbei, a native of Mitō and a senior student of Chiba Shusaku, (founder of the Hokushin Ittō-ryū, (1794-

1851)). 

11
  This is the kiri-oroshi (final) cut in classical Iai-jutsu. To sever the opponent in two. 

12
  Ed: The late Kamō Jisaku sensei stressed the importance of suburi. Of the Iai striking he often stressed that if a 

student followed his teaching in how to cut then tameshigiri was quite unnecessary. He was adamantly against the latter 

form of practice because it developed in students a ‘liking for hearing the sound of the blade’ – and for ‘killing’. 

13
 Within this shrine stands a memorial stone erected by Harry Parkes (1828-1885), our second Minister to Japan 

(1865), who greatly admired the faithfulness of the Kusunoki-ke to the Southern Cause and went to their deaths without 

flinching. It is interesting how, even to-day, many kenshi look back at that turbulent Yoshino period as somehow 

significant in the development of the bugei. I have been told by several sensei on a number of occasions over the years 

how much they approved of Harry Parkes understanding of the warrior spirit. (RK) 

14
  The Sun, No.178 Published Tokyo, 1978 

15
  Later changing his family name to Tokugawa. 

16
   Some sources believe Nobutora was allowed to retire to Kyōto. 


